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fcmtravel.com

Technology  
that moves you
All your best in-market technology tools within 
one integrated global platform.

That’s business travel with FCM. 
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Business travel  
technology….  
not an afterthought 
Say goodbye to disconnected, frustrating experiences 
and hello to seamless journeys.

Gain access to an end-to-end solution from pre-trip 
approval and booking travel, to traveller tracking 
and reporting that provides duty of care and 
complete visibility of spend. One simple connection 
point to multiple technology tools, and configuration 
just for your company. The sweet spot? Access the 
full suite of travel resources via the device of your 
choice through a single-sign-on! 

All this for just one purpose: 
to give your traveller, booker 
and manager a superior and 
personalised user experience. 

Using best-in-market technology available through 
one globally consistent interface, we make booking 
and managing corporate travel as smooth as your 
favourite cocktail. Interested in a blend of experts and 
technology? That’s what we are! Looking for the best 
travel programme the blends connectivity, efficiency 
and experience? We’ve got you covered. 

Technology should move you 
forward, and we make sure it is 
designed to do just this.
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Wherever, whenever.
Access your 
technology suite 
anytime across any 
device. 

Approvals
Say hello to clear and simple processes with travel 

approvals in one touch. No more complicated approvals, 
missing of deadlines or worry about whether you’re out 

of policy. 

Duty of care
Real time alerts and notifications, safe booking technology, 

traveller tracking dashboards, and the ability to integrate 
with third-party risk providers. Safety is a big deal so let us 
help you to stay on top of it. One less thing to worry about 
knowing that your travellers are safe and supported 24/7. 
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It’s time to access FCM, and take all things 
business travel up a notch. From plug-and-play 
capability to AI-driven technology, we deliver a 
unified business travel experience that allows you 
to do things your way, always. 

At the centre of FCM’s technology is Hub, a single 
gateway that makes it easy to access all your travel 
tools. Using single-sign-on, users will be able to 
access FCM products including Profile, Bookings, 
Mobile, Safety & Risk, Trip itinerary via the device 
of their choice.

Bookings 
Proprietary and best-in-market booking tools 

available through one globally consistent interface, 
providing you with diverse content choices giving 

you choice and reliable functionality no matter 
where you are. One click into our Online Booking 

Tool and you’re in 

Mobile 
On the move? Take us with you! Our mobile app 

makes it possible to handle all your business travel 
needs on-the-go

Payments & Expenses 
Fast, flexible and transparent - easy to manage your 

payments and expenses as we have integration 
capabilities with multiple partners to make travel and 

expense management process simple every time. 

All in one tool so you can 
manage travel like a boss

Smooth and easy to use. Seamlessly book air, 
hotels, cars, insurance, and bus. Request module 

for Rail and Visa also available.

Our very own technology
Developed to allow control and

flexibility in your hands.

Reporting & Analytics
Quick access and assessment to your company’s 

travel expenditures, patterns, and needs to help you 
turn your analytics into actions. A time saver, cost 
finder, scalable and accelerator of solutions: our 

reporting brings new meaning to intuitive  
and powerful. 
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Experience business 
travel like you’ve never 
before.

With flexible, scalable teams available 
24/7, you can count on us to get you 
where you need to go, whenever you 
need to get there. 

Paired with market-leading technology, 
you’ll unlock a travel programme that 
finally puts you in control — letting you 
travel at the speed of business.

Travel solutions, tailored for you.  
Discover a new type of corporate travel.

 Discover the alternative.

fcmtravel.com


